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WHY INTERNET BANKING?

Two industries going through major changes worldwide are financial services and

information technology (IT). While banks, insurance companies, and, security companies see

consolidation as a way to expand the client base, software companies and a new breed of

Internet based financial institutions are trying to grab clients away from traditional banks and

security companies. The Internet, along with deregulation and globalization of financial

systems, is creating new opportunities for financial institutions and also new innovations in

banking products and services, in Asia Pacific and all over the world.

As security technology for Internet

transactions improves, Internet

banking, which is offering banking

and financial services via Internet,

could be the de facto distribution

channel for financial products and

services. With Internet, a bank can

literally reach each Internet user on the

planet and the transactions cost are

considerably low. You can practically

operate a worldwide bank without a single branch office. This translates to huge reduction of

cost per transaction1 (Figure 1). Moreover, business through Internet is 24 hours, 7 days a

week, from anywhere in the world; and it is getting cheaper and cheaper.

Figure 1: Cost of providing banking services
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With business using Internet, or e-business, is predicted2 to be exploded over $434 billion by

year 2002, there is considerable amount of fortunes to be made by offering Internet banking

services. Though most of e-business activity is going on in the U.S., growing number of

Internet users in the Asia Pacific region, particularly in Japan and Singapore, cannot be

ignored by any company or bank aspiring getting into Internet banking. But then, for Japan or

Singapore, how do you start? Which are the critical areas to put strategic focus? Would the

strategies of U.S. Internet banks work in these two countries?

U.S. COMPANIES’ INTERNET BANKING STRATEGIES: ALLIANCES

The forerunner to Internet banking in the U.S is the PC banking. The PC banking, using a

personal computer and a telephone modem to connect to one’s bank, has been around for

some time. The PC banking software designed by banks was not so user-friendly.  If you

want to succeed in PC, software is the key. It took long time for the banks to realize this. By

that time, the software mavericks such as Intuit and Microsoft have invaded the banks

territory. Software companies’ strategy was to form alliances with banks. Using user-friendly

software, on which they were good at, they offered bill payment by using electronic checks

for individual clients and corporations. Software companies’ strategies had been quite

successful, in particular, Intuit’s Quicken has become very popular for PC banking. Propelled

by the success of its Quicken and BankNOW software, intuit now claims to own quarter of

the Internet banking market in the U.S.3

However, the software companies are not really banks. Their activities are limited by law to

few functions such as paying bills through electronic checks. For mortgage services, deposits,

portfolio management etc., software companies must guide clients to their allied banks. For

playing the intermediary role, they charge a fee. Their fees are in general low and they

basically created the Internet banking market in the U.S.

If the banks can offer user-friendly software, they can directly deal with the Internet

customers. More importantly, banks can stop software companies invading their so-called

territory. Banks view is that “banks, not technology companies should control financial

services in cyberspace.” Chairman of NationsBank, whose merger with BankAmerica would

make it the second largest bank in the U.S, contends “If Microsoft controls it, that makes
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commodities out of all banks4.” To defend its territory, banks have formed sort of a

consortium comprising of senior representatives from the top 10 banks in the U.S. accounting

for 70% of the assets in the US banking industry5. Banks need this kind of a unified front to

come up with standards, which the competing banks use to transmit coded financial data over

the Internet.

Banks know that they do not have the core competency in Internet banking’s technological

areas. What can they do? Get technology from companies such as AT&T, Cisco, IBM, HP, or

Netscape, which do not have their own aspirations to be fierce competitors of the banks. This

is the case of world’s first virtual bank, Security First Network Bank, set up in 1995 and

doing all the transactions via Internet.

Banks can also form their own

Internet banking alliance, as the one

recently announced by nine banks

including BankAmerica, Nations-

Bank, Royal Bank of Canada, and

Bank One Corp., for offering joint

Internet banking services4. This is

similar to the PLUS System used

widely by Automated Teller

Machines or ATMs, which allows participating banks’ clients to use their credit card from

any ATM on the system. One way or other, currently there are about 2,700, banks and credit

unions in the U.S., more than any other country, having Internet presence6. Strategy of U.S.

technology companies and banks can be summarized as in Figure 2.

STATUS IN JAPAN: WAITING FOR ACTIONS

With the long awaited “Big Bang” reforms slated to liberalize the financial sector, Japan

perhaps offers the greatest challenges for innovative ideas in financial services. Japanese,

whose roughly $10 trillion in savings accounts earning dismal returns at present, are waiting

for opportunities. Its Internet users approaching 10 million now is growing at an annual rate

of 20-30%. By the year 2000, it is estimated that Japan will have about 22 million Internet

Internet banking
aspirations

Strong

Weak

Technology
companies

Banks

Figure 2: Strategies of Internet banking companies in U.S.
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users or close to 20% of the population, which is similar to the level of Internet users in the

U.S. at present7.

The strong growth of Internet in Japan is driven by the Japanese desire to access information.

Long before the spread of Internet, Japanese banks were trying PC banking. Unlike U.S.

banks, which targeted PC banking to general consumers, Japanese banks’ aim was to go at

Small Office/Home Office or SOHO clients. Though about 200 banks provided the service, it

attracted only very few subscribers8, the reasons being software problems and telephone

charges. Also, the Japanese consumer behavior is partly responsible. In a country in which

24-hour ATMs are just becoming widespread, there was no strong demand for 24-hour dial-

up PC banking. So, unlike the U.S., the software and technology companies had no strong

desire to get into the act though Nippon Telephone and Telegraph Corp. (NTT) and Intuit

Japan tried without much success.

The success for Internet banking in Japan must start with banks taking strong initiative. So far

there are only 6 banks offering banking on the Internet (Figure 3), contrary to about 200

banks in the U.S. doing it. With the financial problems, such as non-performing loans,

lingering over many banks, including the strong ones such as Bank of Tokyo Mitsubishi,

Japanese banks have been slow to formulate their Internet strategies.

To think about strategic directions for Internet banking in Japan, we have to take into account

the consumer behavior. Unlike Americans, Japanese hardly use checks. The society is

primarily cash driven except for the Electronic Fund Transfers (EFT). Almost all the

Japanese pay their utility bills via EFT. To make an EFT often the customer has to pay a fee,

which is about 520 Yen if paid through ATM and is about 250-300 Yen if paid through

Internet. Even when the EFT is automatic through a pre-planned agreement with the bank,

Figure 3: Japanese Internet Banks

Bank name Internet homepage location
Asahi Bank www.asahibank.co.jp/INETBANK/index.html
Sanwa Bank www.sanwabank.co.jp/inb
Sumitomo Bank www.sumitomobank.co.jp/eb/index.html
Tokai Bank www.csweb.co.jp/TKB/pcbank/anser/info.html
Bank of Tokyo Mitsubishi www.btm.co.jp/inbank_j/index.html
Fuji Bank www.fujibank.co.jp/jis/fb/f_cyber.html
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customer is charged for each transaction. Compare this to the situation of a customer in the

U.S. paying a bill using a personal check. With the postage and negligible cost of a check, the

total may be only about 50 cents. Americans want to make it even cheaper by moving to

electronic checks via Internet. It seems that by having customers move to Internet for paying

bills, the Japanese banks have lot to lose.

As we saw before, though Japanese have huge savings accounts in Japanese banks, the

interest they get is a dismal 0.5% to 1%, annual. This coupled with the high interest rate

remunerated for accounts kept in dollar denominations has created a huge transfer of Yen to

dollar accounts. A success story here is Citibank Japan. Citibank claims that during the mid-

year bonus season in 1997, it collected 7 times as much money as a leading Japanese bank.

The Japanese were attracted by the higher yield of dollar accounts. Also, when the Yen is

weak, as it is right now, at 145 Yen to the dollar, Citibank clients can easily pay in dollars for

purchases such as catalogue items simply by making EFT from their dollar account. This is a

great opportunity for purchases done through Internet. With the foreign exchange

liberalization associated with Big Bang, Japanese can trade in dollars practically at any store

and having payments transferred from a dollar account make things much easier; and Internet

banking can make it much simpler and cheaper.

Another twist in the Japanese consumer behavior is the savings deposited at government run

postal service. It is estimated that about one third of $10 trillion of Japanese total savings are

in the post offices. Though the post offices boast of a nationwide network of 24,000 ATM

machines, there is no talk of offering any Internet banking service for those accounts9.

Japanese feel safe having money in a government owned institution, but higher yields and

cost competitiveness of services such as making EFTs can move that money away to

competitors.

The three factors we just saw:

1) high rate of EFT,

2) movement to dollar dominated accounts, and

3) the huge savings at postal service,

provide the greatest challenges for anyone wanting to offer Internet banking in Japan.
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STATUS IN SINGAPORE: EFFECTIVE USE OF INFRASTRUCTURE

If there is one country whose technology policy is most intimately aligned to the Internet, it

must be Singapore. With its IT2000 masterplan, the country wants to transform itself into an

intelligent island where IT is exploited to the fullest. The forerunner to Internet banking in

Singapore was a kind of PC banking introduced by then government owned Singapore

Telecom in 1991. PC banking was part of a whole system called Teleview, which also

included other services as e-mail, computer games, financial market information, and weather

forecasts. But, Teleview faced problems similar to the early PC banking systems in the U.S.

and Japan. Though it was targeted to the general consumer, the subscription never reached a

satisfactory level.

Subscription to Internet, however, has been rising in Singapore. In 1997, Internet users

totaled to more than 14% of the population, placing Singapore between Japan and the U.S., in

terms of Internet penetration10. Success of Internet is more evident by the demise of

Teleview, in March 1998, because Internet offered many of the same services plus more.

Any strategy for Internet banking in Singapore must be coupled with the initiatives of the

government. The government basically provides the infrastructure and the banks must look

for opportunities while tapping into customer responses. The government financed high-

speed network, SingaporeOne, will reach almost all of Singapore’s 900,000 households by

the end of 1998. Government wants SingaporeOne to be the main information link to all

kinds of dealings with government and businesses.

With SingaporeOne’s high-speed Internet access people can do all sorts of electronic

transactions such as paying bills through EFT and small-scale stock trading directly with the

Singapore stock exchange. The increase of EFT and investment activities on the Internet will

create the demand for Internet banking.

Development Bank of Singapore’s introduction of Internet banking in 1997 certainly started a

new chapter for the banking community in Singapore. Soon after, United Overseas Bank, and
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Overseas Chinese Banking Corporation followed suit. At the end of 1997, Post Office

Savings Bank, a government owned bank, also introduced Internet banking.

These Singaporean banks must compete with some foreign banks, such as Citibank, which

are already offering Internet banking services.

The type of services currently provided by Internet banks in Singapore include EFT, account

inquiry, applications for money transfer, payments to brokerage firms, check inquiry, stocks

margin inquiry, check cancellation, applications for mortgages, requests for account

statement, among others.

In Singapore too the banks’ Internet strategy must include the consumer behavior. The debit

card system has been widely used by Singapore consumers to pay for their shopping. The

government and banks have been promoting the use of EFT system but checks are still more

popular with the general consumers11. There are chances that an electronic check system, or

e-check, could be introduced in Singapore in order to reduce costs further. In addition, with

financial instruments like mutual funds, insurance and stocks become more popular in

Singapore, there will be a need for Internet tools, which could track and analyze those

instruments.

Considering what we saw here, the banks in Singapore wanting to get into Internet banking

are faced with three major challenges:

1) using the government backed IT infrastructure to the fullest,

2) popularizing EFT and electronic checks, and

3) devising user-friendly Internet tools for financial management.

Figure 4: Singapore Internet Banks

Bank name Internet homepage location
Development Bank of Singapore www.dbs.com.sg
United Overseas Bank www.uobcyberbank.com.sg
Overseas Chinese Banking Corporation www.ocbc.com.sg
Post Office Savings Bank www.posbank.com.sg
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STRATEGIC PERSPECTIVE: “ONE SIZE DOES NOT FIT ALL”

If your company or bank wants to get into Internet banking, it is not just creating a homepage

and hoping that the customers will automatically check in and start doing business with you.

The service must offer value to you as well as to the customers. As we discussed here, it is

clear that Internet banking has major implications to Asia Pacific region, particularly in Japan

and Singapore. Though Internet banking is clearly on the move in the U.S., the strategic

directions of U.S. banks’ differ significantly from those of either Japan or Singapore.

Thanks to the software companies such as Intuit, which popularized Internet banking, U.S.

now has about 5% of the households using some form of Internet banking. According to

some estimates6 this number will balloon to 21% of the U.S. households by year 2001. The

imminent explosion is putting traditional banks in a collusion course with software

companies and Internet based financial institution. As we saw earlier, the U.S. banks and

their competitors’ immediate strategic needs are to establish themselves for the potential

Internet banking business -- the clients are already there, the fight is to determine who will

get them.

The situation is different in Japan and Singapore. In both countries, the banks are not really

competing with software companies for the Internet banking market. In both countries, banks

Figure 5: Which method general consumer use to pay bills

Method of payment Japan Singapore US
Utilities Bills
EFT 3333 3 8

Check/e-check 8 3333 3333

Debit Card 8 3 8

Cash 3 33 8

Convenience Stores 33 8 8

Credit Card Bills and Insurance Premiums
EFT 3333 3 8

Check/e-check 8 3333 3333

Debit Card 8 3 8

Cash 3 3 8

Convenience Stores 3 8 8

3333 Nearly everyone use it 333 Most people use it 33 Some people use it
3 Possible but very few 8 Nearly  impossible
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have to seek corporation from technology companies to set up their own Internet banking

infrastructure. Then, the strategies for the banks would be to develop methods to match the

consumer behavior.

In Figure 5, let us look at three areas: utility bills, credit card bills, and insurance payments,

as an example, to see how the general consumers’ method of payment differ in Japan,

Singapore, and the U.S. The differences are clear. While Americans use checks to pay their

bills, the Japanese hardly ever use checks; their main method of payment is EFT. The

Singaporeans, while preferring check, also moving into other means such as EFT.

Paying bills is just one area for Internet banking. For Internet banking to catch on in Japan

and Singapore, we can identify two common strategic areas: 1) cheap and easy processing

methods for many kinds of EFTs and 2) user-friendly Internet tools for personal finance

management.

In Figure 6, we can position the relative standing on the two countries with regard to the U.S.

The apparent difference and the room to grow are great opportunities. Whoever comes up

with inexpensive Internet banking solutions for these two areas, items 1) and 2) listed above,

will lead not just in Internet banking but also in many other areas of e-business, such as

electronic shopping, Internet games, news, and financial information offerings.

Figure 6: Internet banking position in three countries
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